MISSING VESSEL

1993 Invader 18’ Reef Runner &
1993 Pacific trailer

- White fiberglass hull w/black stripes and black bottom
- “183” on transom in black lettering
- Open bow
- Center console
- T-top w/three solar panels on top
- Mercury 115 hp gasoline outboard engine
- 17’ Pacific 1993 galvanized trailer
- Single axle
- Trailer CA License #: 1EC1218
- Trailer VIN: 40R1KMT18PAK06052

Registration #: CF 0031 NR
HIN #: ILP60112B393

LAST SEEN: Saddle Lane; Chino, California
LAST SEEN: August 28, 1999
POLICE REPORT: none available

A reward is being offered by the insurance company for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.